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Author Greta Manville Offers a Mind-Blowing and 
Thrilling Murder Mystery in New Fiction 

‘Flight lnto Reality’ is a gripping and exciting book that unravels the journey of two demented 
writers and how their lives were changed after witnessing a murder 

SUN CITY WEST, Ariz.  – Flight lnto Reality (published by iUniverse) by Greta Manville 
follows the lives of two aging, demented mystery writers who are confined to a 
Caribbean island asylum. When these two witness a murder, nobody believes  them. 
When Mara's daughter arrives for a visit and finds herself romantically pursued by the 
alleged murderer, a staff member, emotions run wild.

Garrick Thomas first meets Mara Edwards as  he yearns for oblivion on the edge of a 
cliff outside the Caribbean asylum both are confined. As the killer from his  bestselling 
novel lurks deep within his  soul, Garrick battles his desire to end it all. Some days Mara, 
also a writer, is Irene Dunne; other days she is Marlene Dietrich. Most days she 
wanders around the asylum, the helpless victim of her own hallucinations. But when 
both patients witness a brutal fight and possible strangling on the asylum grounds, no 
one believes  their account. After detailing the fight to a security guard, Mara and Garrick 
meet with Dr. Stan Dickerson, who immediately suggests that the scuffle may have 
been just another one of their dreams. But just as Mara visiting daughter, Lauren, 
begins to dig into the details of the fateful night, she finds herself being romantically 
pursued by the man Mara says dragged a body into the bushes after the brawl. In this 
thrilling murder mystery, Garrick, Mara, and her daughter must take matters  into their 
own hands as they investigate a potential murder. There is only one problem. Someone 
wants them dead too. 

Skillfully written, highly imaginative and extremely interesting, Flight lnto Reality offers 
an action-packed tale that is rich with powerful imagery, loaded with substance, and 
filled with suspense. It is a fast-paced narrative that grips and excites readers from 
beginning to end.

About the Author
Greta Manville writes mystery and suspense novels  and has won several first place 
awards for her fiction and poetry. She holds an M.A. degree in English from San Jose 
State University and was awarded a John Steinbeck Fellowship at the university in 
2002. Her research and writing resulted in an extensive online critical, annotated 
bibliography published by the university; she has written bibliographies and reviews for 
Steinbeck Review, a scholarly journal. Her lifelong desire to write fiction began when 
she was growing up in Clarinda, lowa.
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iUniverse, an Author Solutions, Inc. self-publishing imprint, is the leading book marketing, editorial services, and supported self-
publishing provider. iUniverse has a strategic alliance with Indigo Books & Music, Inc. in Canada, and titles accepted into the 
iUniverse Rising Star program are featured in a special collection on BarnesandNoble.com. iUniverse recognizes excellence in 
book publishing through the Star, Reader’s Choice, Rising Star and Editor’s Choice designations—self-publishing’s only such 
awards program. Headquartered in Bloomington, Indiana, iUniverse also operates offices in Indianapolis. For more information or 
to publish a book, please visit iuniverse.com or call 1-800-AUTHORS. For the latest, follow @iuniversebooks on Twitter.
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